
Choose the best answer from the options marked  A ,  B ,  C and  D. 
Then, on your question paper, circle the letter of the answer that you 
have chosen.

SECTION A
Questions 1- 10
Choose the correct answers.

1   The __________ is a wild animal.

A cat
B bear
C camel                
D donkey

 
2   The calendar is ________________.

A oval
B round     
C triangle
D rectangle

3   John uses a pair of _____________ while playing in the park.

A shoes
B boots        
C sneakers
D rollerblades

4   The pupils love Miss Lee because she is a kind _____________.

A clerk
B nurse
C teacher
D policewoman                                             
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Questions 5 – 7
Replace the pictures with the correct phrases.

Aman wants to make a paper weight. First, he cleans

 ________________                                     with soap and water.    
           (5)         

             
             
Then he dries it with a cloth. He ____________________ 
                                                                      (6)
with a brush.

Lastly, he puts the stone in the  _________________.
(7)

5 A   a wood
B    a cloth
C   a stone
D   a paper

6 A   wipes the stone
B    cleans the stone
C   paints the stone
D   washes the stone

7 A   sun to dry
B    sun to burn

         C   sun to cook
         D   sun to bake                                     
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Question 8 - 10
Choose the correct answer.

8                          A   The bird is sitting on the 
door.

      B    The bird is sitting on the 
    roof.

     C     The bird is sitting on the
                                                                window.

9        A    There is a pillow on       
                                                                 the bed.

              B    There is a picture on
                                                                 the bed.
                                                             

      C     There is a table beside 
                                                                      the bed.

10        A     This is a carrot. It is not a 
 cucumber.

       B     This is a cucumber. It is 
                                                                      not a bean.

                         C     This is a tomato. It is not 
                                                                      a cucumber. 
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SECTION B

Questions 11 – 15
Choose the most suitable answer to fit the situation in the picture.

11    A   Twice a day. 

   B   For fifteen minutes.

    C   In the morning and 
                                                                evening.

12    A    Yes, it is. 

   B    Go straight.

   C    It’s across the road.

13    A    It’s all right.

   B    Yes, of course.

   C    You’re welcome.

14
    A    I am a hawker.

    B    This is a stall.   
                            
                                                                      C    Yes, I do.  
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15     A   Porridge is good for you .

    B   Yes, there’s porridge.

    C   Yes, of course.

SECTION C

Questions 16 – 20
Choose the correct answer.

16   We have a bungalow by ______________ sea.

A    a
B    an
C    the

17   Ali is the __________ badminton player in his school.       

A    best
B    good
C    better

18    The children ___________milk everyday.          

A     drink
B     drinks
C     drinking
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19   Would you like mutton soup ___________chicken  soup? .

A    or
B    but
C    and

20   Sheila wrote a letter ___________ her friend yesterday.

A    to
B    at
C    for

Question 21

Choose the word that has the opposite meaning  to the word 
underlined.

21   My father is tall but my mother is __________

A big
B long
C short

Questions  22 – 23

Choose the sentence with the correct punctuation.

22    A    Sarah, where are you going !
        B    Sarah, where are you going.
        C    Sarah, where are you going?
          
                                                             
23   A    Apples, oranges and pears are fruits.
       B    Apples oranges and pears are fruits.
       C    Apples, oranges, and pears are fruits.
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Questions 24 – 25

Choose the correct answer.

24   I saw an _________________ in the zoo yesterday.       

       A    elepant
       B    aliphant                                       
       C    elephant

25   Encik Ahmad rides on his _______________ to work.

       A   motosikal
       B   motocycle
       C   motorcicle                           
       D   motorcycle
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SECTION D

Questions 26 – 30
Look at the picture carefully and then read the passage carefully. 
Based on the picture and passage,choose the best answer to fill in 
the blanks.

  

 Hong has a very big bedroom.  __________ bed is near the 
        (26)

window. There are some books __________ a table lamp on the 
    ( 27 )

desk. Hong _________ his bedroom everyday. His room is very 
      ( 28 )

___________ and tidy.  There is a pail ___________ Hong’s bed. 
      (29)                                                          ( 30 )

                    
26    A    His
        B    Her
        C   They
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27    A   so
        B   but
        C   and
        

28    A   mop
        B   mops
        C   mopped
        

29    A   wet
        B   dirty
        C   clean 

30    A   on
        B   under       
        C   beside
      

SECTION E

Questions 31 – 35
Read the passage carefully and choose the correct answers.
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Yazid wants to go to the library. He wants to borrow a book.

Yazid     :  I want to go to the library. Can you please tell me the 
                 way?

Prefect :   Walk along this way and you will see the bookshop on 
                 your right. There is a canteen on you left.

Yazid    :   Oh! Is the library near the bookshop?

Prefect :   No, you have to walk straight until you see a pond 
                 and the library is beside it.

Yazid    :  Thank you very much.

31    Yazid wants to go to the ____________ .   
      
A     pond
B     library
C     bookshop 
 

32    Yazid will see a __________on his left.

A      toilet
B      canteen
C      bookshop

                                                    
33    What does Yazid have to do when he sees the bookshop?
        He has to ________________________ .
 
A     turn left
B     turn right 
C     turn around
D     walk straight
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34  The word it in the dialogue refers to the ________________

A    pond
B    library
C    bookshop.

35    Why is Yazid going to the library?
        He wants to ____________ a book.

A     buy 
B     sell 
C     borrow 

Questions 36 – 40
Read the passage below carefully and choose the correct answer.
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Once upon a time, there was a farmer who had a buffalo. The 

buffalo helped the farmer to plough his paddy field. Every evening the 

farmer tied the buffalo outside the house and went home. 

One day, when he opened his front door, his dog jumped 

up to greet him. He was very happy and patted the dog. The 

buffalo saw this and thought, “ I will jump up and greet my 

master tomorrow.”

The next morning, the farmer went to untie the buffalo. 

The buffalo jumped up to lick the farmer. He shouted at the 

buffalo angrily.

36    The farmer had a ___________ 

        A     cow and a dog
        B     buffalo and a cat
        C     dog and a buffalo
        D     cow and a buffalo
                                                              

 37   The farmer used the buffalo to ______________.

        A    carry things
        B    pull the cart
        C    guard his house
        D    plough the paddy field

38    What did the dog do when the farmer opened the front 
        door?

        A    It barked at the farmer.
        B    It jumped up and bit the farmer
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        C    It jumped up to greet the farmer.      
39    Where did the farmer tie the buffalo?
        He tied the buffalo ____________ the house.

        A   inside
        B   outside 
        C   in front of

40    Why do you think the farmer shouted at the buffalo?

        A   The buffalo ran away.
        B   The farmer was happy.
        C   The farmer was angry.
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